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HIGHLIGHTS THIS WEEK ON OUR TV CHANNEL 

1992 

Sunday, April 28 at 7:00pm      
The Clothes Make the 
Person 

A Community Scholar Program Presentation  
 
When we think about archaeology, we think, of course, 
about antiquity. But Jews in all times in places lived in 
communities surrounded by the material culture – the architecture, the furnishings, the clothing, and the 
artifacts– of their time. Join Professor Marc Michael Epstein for a deep dive into Jewish spaces places, 
clothing, and the material remains of daily and synagogue life— of Jewish “stuff“ throughout the ages.  How 
should we go about digging for clues in this vast array of material? And how can we use what we discover 
about how Jewish “stuff” in times gone by to understand Jewish “stuff” and Jewish lives today?  
 
Tonight: What remains of historical Jewish costume in history? How were Jews distinguished from others and 
how did, (and does) Jewish clothing “mark” Jews?   
 

  

Monday, April 29 at 7:00pm  

Antonín Dvořák: 9. Sinfonie 
Frankfurt Radio Symphony Presentation 
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Tuesday, April 30 at 7:00pm    

Thomas Enhco & Clara Ysé - 
ARTE Concert's Piano Day 
 
In the rotunda of the Palais de Tokyo, pianist Thomas Enhco 
and singer Clara Ysé confront their worlds. A meeting between 
jazz and pop orchestrated by ARTE Concert’s Piano Day. Grandson of the famous maestro Jean-Claude 
Casadesus and stepson of the violinist Didier Lockwood, Thomas Enhco did not have to look far for the seeds 
of his vocation. Clara Ysé is an artist with a singular aura, who many compare to Barbara. Singer, composer but 
also writer, the musician naturally pays particular attention to words. Of great elegance, full of lyricism, this 
pen gave birth in 2023 to Oceano Nox. The beauty of “Douce” – a song taken from this first album – earned 
Clara Ysé a nomination for the Victoires de la Musique 2024, in the original song of the year category. Filmed 
on February 20, 2024 at the Palais de Tokyo, Paris. 
 

 

Wednesday, May 1 at 7:00pm    

Post Passover Traditions 
from Around the World 
 
 My Jewish Learning Presentation 

 

 

Thursday, May 2 at 7:00pm 

The Mysteries of the Maya 
More than 2000 years ago the Maya built gigantic 
cities in the middle of the jungle of Central America. 
They were brilliant inventors and set standards in 
writing, mathematics and astronomy. Their calendar is 
still considered a mathematical masterpiece today. 

But why did the Maya suddenly go down? This full history documentary tells the story of this unique advanced 
civilization.   
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Friday, May 3 at 2:30pm    

The Mysteries Of North 
America's Great Lakes 
The Great Lakes are an incredible natural resource. 
1/5th of the world's drinking water are stored in them 
and they hold enough water to flood continental 
America 9 feet deep. How did such vast bodies form 
on Earth? And how are rising water levels affecting these Great Lakes?   
 

Saturday, May 4 at 7:00pm   

Operation Barbarossa: How Nazi Germany Almost 
Conquered Russia  
In 1941 Nazi Germany set out to conquer Russia 
and they nearly succeeded. How did Germany 
nearly steamroller their way to Moscow and 
what ultimately prevented Hitler's ultimate aim 
of true domination of Europe.   
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